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OCT 08, 2017
Iraqi Military Forces  
● Were able to seize a stash of pile 

ordnance containing 1600 of 120mm 
mortar rounds inside a basement in one 
of the buildings in Faisaliya  
neighborhood in the eastern side of 
Mosul city.

● Managed to kill five ISIS and arrest 
other three members while surrounding 
one of their dens in Hawiga district of 
Kirkuk and they seized IED belts and 
RPGs.

Uncategoriesed armed group
 Unknown assailants fired a mortar shell 

and landed on Askari neighborhood of 
Al-Shirqat city of Salah Al-Din in the 
evening which killed a woman and 
injured a man.
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OCT 09, 2017
Popular Mobilization Forces 
● Launched missiles on ISIS in the 

triangle linking the Syrian border with the 
desert of Anbar which caused direct 
casualties in their ranks and destroyed 
five dens and thirteen vehicles.

● Found and cleared hundreds of IEDs 
which were planted in the streets and 
houses in the northern villages of 
Hawiga district and Makhoul Mountains 
in Kirkuk.

Peshmarga Forces 
Repelled an ISIS attack in Dabes district 

axis in Kirkuk, the forces managed to kill 
four and arrest one ISIS member. The 
attack was from areas where the 
organization is still present and tried to 
break through the Peshmerga lines in 
the area.
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Uncategoriesed armed group
The headquarters of the Islamic Call Party 

was attacked by unknown men who used 
grenades in the Tas'in neighborhood in 
the center of Kirkuk.

OCT 10, 2017
Popular Mobilization Forces 
●  Repelled an ISIS attack in Siniyah area 

in Salah Al-Din, the forces managed to 
kill three members of the attacking force 
and burned their improvised fighting 
vehicle.

●  Managed to find and clear a stash of 
ordnance, IEDs and mines and 
dismantle two VBIEDs which had 
machine guns fixed on them in Hawiga 
city and north of it in Kirkuk.
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OCT 11, 2017
Iraqi Military Forces 
● Found a factory which contained more 

than 100 chlorine barrels,150 IEDs and 
hundreds of materials used for 
manufacturing explosives in Al-Rabi' 
neighborhood in Telafar district west of 
Mosul.

● Found a mass grave in Hurra area in 
central Ba'aj district, which included 45 
remains of civilians, including women 
and children who got slaughtered by 
ISIS as they tried to flee across the 
Iraqi-Syrian border northwest of Mosul.

Popular Mobilization Forces 
Foiled an ISIS attack on the town of 

Mas'ada adjacent to the Iraqi-Syrian 
border in Ninewa. This defeat led to 
internal clashes among the ISIS 
organization.

OCT 12, 2017
Iraqi Military Forces
Found and cleared mortars and projectiles 

near Muhasanat school in Zuhayrat 
village in Diyala.

Iraqi Air Forces After receiving 
information about the locations of the 
ISIS gatherings in three areas within the 
district of Ka'im in Anbar the air forces 
launched successful strikes on the 
targets.

Uncategoriesed armed group
Islamic Dawa Party office in Al-Tiseen 

neighborhood in Kirkuk was attacked by 
unknown men using hand grenade.

OCT 13, 2017
IIraqi Military Forces
With the support of clan members 

managed to kill three ISIS suicide 
bombers in the desert of A'lka village 
who tried to sneak into Al-Baghdady 
sub-district in Anbar.

Popular Mobilization Forces 

 Repelled an ISIS attack on Tal Asfuk near 
Iraqi-Syrian border which ended with the 
death fo six ISIS members and 
destruction of their weaponized vehicle.

OCT 14, 2017
Popular Mobilization Forces 

Repelled an ISIS infiltration to Balad 
district in Salah Al-Din.

ISIS
Two IED explosions occurred in Telafar 

city which targeted a Federal Police 
convoy killing and injuring eight of them 
west of Mosul.
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possible.iMMAP accepts no responsibility for the use of this 
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